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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm links physical
objects in the real world to cyber world and enables the creation of smart environments and applications. A physical object
is the fundamental building block of the IoT, known as a Smart
Device, that can monitor the environment. These devices can
communicate with each other and have data processing abilities.
When deployed, smart devices collect real-time data and publish
the gathered data on the Web. The functionality of smart devices
can be abstracted as a service and an IoT application can be built
by combining the smart devices with these services that help to
address challenges of day-to-day activities. The IoT comprises
billions of these intelligent communicating devices that generate
enormous amount of data, and hence performing analysis on this
data is a significant task. Using search techniques, the size and
extent of data can be reduced and limited, so that an application
can choose just the most important and valuable data items as
per its necessities. It is, however, a tedious task to effectively seek
and select a proper device and/or its data among a large number
of available devices for a specific application. Search techniques
are fundamental to IoT and poses various challenges like a large
number of devices, dynamic availability, restrictions on resource
utilization, real time data in various types and formats, past
and historical monitoring. In the recent past, various methods
and techniques have been developed by the research community
to address these issues. In this paper, we present a review of
the state-of-the-art search methods for the IoT, classifying them
according to their design principle and search approaches as: IoT
data and IoT object-based techniques. Under each classification,
we describe the method adopted, their advantages and disadvantages. Finally, we identify and discuss key challenges and future
research directions that will allow the next generation search
techniques to recognize and respond to user queries and satisfy
the information needs of users.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
NTERNET of Things (IoT) is a paradigm that connects
real-world objects to the Internet, allowing objects to
collect, process and communicate data without human intervention. The IoT’s vision is to create a better world for
humans, where objects (refers to physical objects, the terms
object, device, entity, and things are used interchangeably)
around us can comprehend our preferences and likeness to act
appropriately without explicit instructions [1], [2]. The rapid
advancements in low-cost sensor manufacturing, communication protocols, embedded systems, actuators and hardware
miniaturization have contributed to the exponential growth of
the IoT. Physical objects in the real-world are embedded with
these technologies to make them smart. The functionality of
the smart devices can be abstracted as a software service and
an IoT application can be built by combining the smart devices
with services that helps to address challenges of day-to-day
activities. Atrozi et al. [3] have classified different applications that can be built with the help of IoT into three different
domains, i.e., Society, Industry, and Environment, as illustrated
in the Figure 1.
As the society is moving towards IoT, the number of sensors deployed around the world is increasing at a rapid pace
and these sensors continuously generate huge amount of data.
However, not all of this data provide knowledge that helps in
decision making process. Nonetheless, through device search
functionality provided by an IoT application, the size and
scope of data gathered can be reduced. Thus, search is an
essential service, that enables to efficiently look for smart
devices based on the real-world attributes gathered by the
sensors. Perera et al. [1] and Barnaghi and Sheth [4] have
emphasized the importance of search and discovery functionalities in IoT. However, due to large number of available sensors
to choose from and resource limitations of an IoT application,
designing such a search service is difficult.
Sensing as a service layer is envisioned to be built on top
of the IoT infrastructure, where middleware solutions connect sensor devices to software systems and their related
services [5]. Such sensors and services are made available to
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IoT Applications under Different Domains.

potential users over the Internet either for free or by paying a
fee through middleware solutions. The search facility for IoT
is expected to be an integral part of this layer. Middlewares like
Xively [6] and OpenIoT [7] provide Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) to connect, process and publish sensor data
on the Web and thus inspire development of search and discovery service for IoT. At present, there are several search
engines for IoT viz., Shodan [8], Thingful [9], Censys [10],
and Reposify [11] that offer search and discovery service for
the IoT resources. However, their scope is limited to provide
search for only those IoT resources that are subscribed or
connected to their centralized servers.
In the past, several studies were conducted to review
search techniques in IoT. Based on design space of different approaches, Romer et al. [12] presented a bird’s eye view
on search techniques in IoT. However, sensor measurement
data has not been addressed in this survey. Zhang et al. [13]
compared search techniques in IoT with other domains viz.
ubiquitous computing, information retrieval and mobile computing. Architectural design, real-time, scalability, and locality
of the search are identified as major research directions.
However, this review does not address the entire gamut of
the investigation. Search techniques in Web of Things (WoT)
are reviewed by Zeng et al. [14] according to aggregation
approaches (i.e., either pull-based or push-based). But, different facets of search techniques are not considered in the

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF PAST S URVEYS

work. Zhou et al. [15] surveyed on search approaches in
WoT domain, focusing on techniques applied, types of targeted
search results and data representations. This survey does not
detail on the challenges faced by the search systems. Table I
summarizes the survey efforts of the above mentioned authors.
Our survey is different from the above mentioned surveys,
we have selected a large number of research works (106)
and classified them into the taxonomy based on their search
approaches and design principle. The advantages, disadvantages, and challenging issues of each classification and their
applicability in different domain are summarized in this paper.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Search and discovery fundamentals in IoT: A comprehensive tutorial on search and discovery system for IoT
along with the integral components, design strategies and
search principles are presented.
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Fundamental Components of the Search System for the IoT.

•

Identification of search requirements and challenges: We
delineate and categorize various requirements and challenges of search techniques across different application
domains of the IoT.
• Review and analysis of current trends in search and
discovery approaches: We have reviewed the existing
literature on search algorithms for IoT extensively and
presented an analysis of their potentials and limitations
that are propitious for developers and researchers to get
familiar with the current search techniques for IoT.
• Future research guidelines on search techniques: We have
listed a few promising techniques as future research directions that address the research community to overcome
the challenges designing an efficient search system for
IoT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief outline of search and discovery fundamentals in IoT. A classification model has been presented in
Section III. It also lists applicability of different search techniques in different application domain of IoT under various use
case scenarios. In Section IV, a review of the state-of-the-art
research that addresses the search and discovery problems in
IoT has been discussed. They are categorized into two groups
as: (i) IoT Data-based, and (ii) IoT Object-based techniques.
These groups are further sub-categorized based on the design
principles and solutions employed. Section V contains a comprehensive comparison of the reviewed publications, critical
discussion on each category along with their advantages, disadvantages, and challenges. Section VI highlights the future
research directions in search and discovery techniques for IoT.
Finally, concluding remarks are presented in Section VII.

Algorithm 1 Query Resolution Process in the IoT
1: Query capturing: Collection of query from the
user/machine.
2: Query Analysis: Preprocess the query by subjecting to
transformation, filtering or normalization to identify its
intent.
3: Query Matching: Retrieve matching IoT resources from
the database, ontology or network through the middleware.
4: Query Result Analysis: Index and Rank the matching IoT
resources based on a scoring method.
5: Result Generation: Select appropriate number of the IoT
resources from the ranked list and return it as result.

a subscription process, the APIs are provided by it for application development and to perform management operations.
Users/Machines submit their query to middleware either by
using an interface provided by the application or through the
API. The search algorithm is then initiated by the middleware
and results are returned back to the query requester.
Once a query has been received by the search system, it
can be processed (through techniques like transformation, filtering, normalization, etc.,) and divided into sub-queries. The
system then contacts the nodes (cloudlets) in IoT network to
retrieve a list of matching resources, that is further indexed
and ranked based on some scoring method employed by the
search system. Based on query request, the required number of
matching resources are selected at the final stage to resolve the
query. These steps (Query Capturing, Query Analysis, Query
Matching, Query Result Analysis, and Result Generation) are
outlined in Algorithm 1.
B. Fundamental Components of the Search System

II. S EARCH AND D ISCOVERY F UNDAMENTALS
A. High-Level Overview of the Search Process in IoT
In this section we will attempt to present the fundamentals
and principles of the search and discovery process in the IoT.
A search function is utilized by both humans and machines
alike in IoT. Figure 2 depicts the overall process of the search
operation. Sensors are embedded into the IoT objects that collect real-time data about the surrounding environment. In the
real-world, they detect events and then generate data about the
detected events. These objects are networked at various levels
(e.g., local or global), and thus a middleware is used to manage them. The objects register with the middleware through

A search system in the IoT is designed to look for a specific set of IoT Resources that match with the requested query.
These IoT resources are composed either of the IoT Objects
and IoT Data or a combination of both. Figure 2 illustrates
the essential components of an IoT search system, they are
described as follows:
1) IoT Objects: In IoT, the real-world objects are smart
devices that are embedded with enabling technologies (like
sensors, actuators, storage-device, processors, communicatingdevices, etc.,) to monitor the environment, gather data, process
it, communicate with other IoT objects, and take some action.
Search systems try to discover these IoT objects based on
their state information and/or data generated by them. Some
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search systems may differentiate between the IoT objects and
its enabling technologies embedded in them, while others may
not. Section IV reviews the former search systems, while the
latter search systems are described in the Section IV-B3b.
2) IoT Data: The data generated by the IoT objects can
be classified into two types, based on its relationship to the
data source (i.e., IoT object). (i) Observation and Measurement
data, that is, data generated by sensors stimulus to an event
in real-world (e.g., temperature sensor generates temperature readings of the surrounding environment in some unit,
say Celsius), and (ii) Context-data, that gives description
about the IoT object’s state and its operating condition (for
example, battery-life, availability, error-rate, latency, etc.,).
Section IV-A1 reviews the search systems that consider observation and measurement data in their search parameters, as
content-based search techniques, while search systems that
consider context-data are discussed in Section IV-A2.
3) Search Space: A search space is a set of the IoT
resources, their related properties and data items over which
a search algorithm locates matching resources based on some
requirements [16]. Although, search space in the IoT is characterized by a large number of resources and the huge size
of their data, it can be structured based on the social relationships of the IoT resources with each other to reduce the
size of search space; such search techniques are discussed in
Section IV-B2a.
4) Query: A search query is a question asked by user of
the search system to get some information; in IoT, a search
query can be submitted by either an human user or an IoT
object itself. Search requirements are specified in a query as
parameters and matched with items in the search space.
5) Middleware: An IoT middleware acts as an interface
between the user/application and the IoT network. It establishes connections between heterogeneous IoT resources and
thus offers a single platform on which the search systems can
be built. The APIs are provided by it that eases application
development process. Middlewares are implemented on clouds
to support scalability, heterogeneity and interoperability [17].
6) Cloudlets: The cloudlets deliver the computing facilities
of the cloud to the edge of network, i.e., closer to the devices.
The IoT objects can thus rely on the cloudlets to perform
computationally demanding tasks [18]. In a search system,
these cloudlets are used to crawl and maintain an updated
index of the search space.

(ii) Location-based Searching: The IoT resources are
located based on geographical/relative location of the
devices. For example, searching for free parking spots.
(iii) Time-related Searching: The IoT resources are located
based on the data generated at particular time or period.
An example of such an approach is, looking for device
that is active from last two hours.
(iv) Content-based Searching: The IoT resources are located
based on observation and measurement data generated.
For example, finding air pollution monitoring sensors
that has recorded carbon monoxide level higher than the
given threshold.
(v) Spatiotemporal-based Searching: The IoT resources are
located based on their location, events that they monitor and the time at which the event was generated. For
example, locating a free parking spot at a particular area
at a given instance of time.
(vi) Context-based Searching: The IoT resources are located
based on their status and operational parameters. For
example, locating sensors that have maximum battery
life.
(vii) Real-Time Search System: In time-critical applications
real-time results are provided by the search system
without any latency.
(viii) User Interactive Searching: A user interface is provided
that allows the user to manually select devices, from
which they want to collect the data. For example, a mapbased graphical user interface is provided through which
the user manually selects the devices of his choice.
2) Implementation Viewpoint: Search systems are implemented on various technologies and approaches, that are based
on following:
(i) Text-based Approach: The textual descriptions of
IoT resources are maintained at centralized/distributed
servers and keywords-based queries are used to perform
search operations.
(ii) Metadata-based Approach: The IoT resources are annotated with metadata that describe operational and status
information about them. They can either be stored
locally at the IoT object itself or at middleware. The
annotation process can either be manual or automatic.
(iii) Ontology-based Approach: The IoT resources, their
properties and characters are described through well
formed rules (i.e., ontology). Semantics of resources are
well modeled in this approach; range and descriptionbased queries are supported.

C. Classification of Search Techniques
The devices and their services can be searched through
various techniques [19]. In this subsection, different search
principles are presented and classified according to their
approach.
1) Functional Viewpoint: Based on the applicability and
usage in different scenarios, search systems are classified as
follows:
(i) Event-based Searching: The IoT resources are located
based on certain real-world events. For example, searching an IoT object that senses temperature.

D. Design Strategies
In this subsection, we present fundamental strategies that are
to be considered when developing and implementing a search
system for the IoT.
1) Architecture: A search system in IoT is designed and
implemented through two different architectural styles.
(i) Distributed Approach: The Middlewares that store
indexes, data items of the IoT resources are distributed
geographically and the search algorithm is run locally
on them. Results are then aggregated at the global level
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4) Prediction and Recommendation Models: Due to
dynamic and large size of the IoT network, where the IoT
resources are computationally constrained, frequent communication between them and the search system can be reduced
by constructing appropriate prediction and recommendation
models.
E. Requirements and Challenges

Fig. 3.

Architecture of Distributed Search Engine for the IoT.

by combining local search results. Figure 3 illustrates
this approach.
(ii) Centralized Approach: A central middleware/server is
responsible for the search system as opposed to distributed approach.
2) Data Acquisition Methods: The data from IoT resources
can be gathered by middleware in the following different ways:
(i) Publish/Subscribe: In the IoT network, resources are
loosely coupled with each other and the middleware.
An explicit relationship between an IoT resource and
middleware is established in this method, where the IoT
resource acts as data publisher and middleware as data
subscriber.
(ii) Request/Response: In this method, IoT resources and
middleware are tightly coupled with each other. A
resource request for some kind of service to the middleware. and the middleware responds to the request by
providing the service.
3) Search Space Structuring: Characteristics of the search
space in an IoT network determines the type of search algorithm employed. It can be structured to effectively retrieve
the query matching resources. Following design strategies are
used to construct the search space:
(i) Indexing: The data collected from the search space
in the IoT network is stored and indexed at middleware for fast and efficient look-up. Indexers in the IoT
domain can utilize features like context and content
data.
(ii) Crawling: The updated information about search space
at middleware is maintained by the crawler. It visits
every object in the IoT network and fetches its data and
gives it to the indexer.
(iii) Scoring and Ranking: The relevance of a resources
matching a given query is determined by the scoring
and ranking algorithm employed. Quantitative scores are
given to matching IoT resources based on their fitness
to context of query and then sorted to retrieve the top
most results.

The search and discovery techniques for the IoT are faced
with numerous challenges that reduce their performance quality. They need to support certain requirements to enhance
their applicability and usability across different IoT application domains. We shall discuss some of the requirements and
challenges for the search and discovery techniques here.
1) Search Requirements: An IoT application developed for
a specific domain performs tasks related to that domain and
thus has a definite purpose which is modeled based on the
requirements arising through the objectives of the domain.
Search techniques for the IoT applications should address
these objectives by incorporating the requirements and provide
enhanced solutions. We categorizes the search requirements
into three groups as: (i) User-oriented, (ii) Solution-oriented,
and (iii) Quality of Service (QoS) based, according to their
significance across various components of the search system.
The User-oriented requirements define the functionalities to
be provided by the search system to enhance their usability.
We identify four such requirements as: Personalization (R1 ),
Multifaceted Query Results (R2 ), Search Intent Identification
(R3 ), and Search Engine Experience (R4 ). The definitions of
these requirements are as follows:
R1 ) Personalization: Search systems must automatically tune
the search results according to the user’s preferences.
R2 ) Multifaceted Query Results: Search systems must categorize the search results into configurable groups based
on the search query.
R3 ) Search Intent Identification: Search systems must identify the intent of the search query through the search
requirements.
R4 ) Search Engine Experience: User interface of the search
engine should be simple and search results must provide
enhanced information (e.g., latest updates, device status,
events generated.)
Solution-oriented requirements capture the essential features of the search technique to be employed by the search
system. We list five such requirements as: Real-Time (R5 ),
Low Latency (R6 ), Filtering (R7 ), Energy Efficient (R8 ),
and Resistant to Noisy Data (R9 ). The definitions of these
requirements are as follows:
R5 ) Real-Time: Search system should extract the IoT object’s
data in real time.
R6 ) Low Latency: Waiting time between different stages of
the search algorithm should be at minimum.
R7 ) Filtering: Search techniques should support filtering of
candidate matching devices through the data, context and
other properties.
R8 ) Energy Efficient: Search technique should account for
the amount of energy consumption in the IoT resources.
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TABLE II
L IST OF R EQUIREMENTS

R9 ) Resistant to Noisy Data: Noisy data hinders fast query
execution and thus search algorithm should be able to
filter them out.
Meeting the QoS-based requirements elevates the
performance and applicability of the search system, we
consider three most important requirements as: Accurate
Results (R10 ), Security Guarantee (R11 ), and Privacy
Protection (R12 ). The definitions of these requirements are as
follows:
R10 ) Accurate Results: Search results must match to the exact
requirements as specified in the search query.
R11 ) Security Guarantee: Search technique must account for
the security level as desired by the user and the IoT
device.
R12 ) Privacy Protection: Only trusted results should be listed
and sensitive information of the IoT resources must be
hidden.
Table II lists these requirements along with their notations
and definitions.
2) Search Challenges: The IoT network is inherently
dynamic and its huge size not only generates data at high
velocity but also consist of heterogeneous types. These
and other challenges impede the search system from better
performance which urge the search and discovery solutions to
incorporate methods and approaches to overcome them. We
list few challenges faced by a search system in IoT domain in
Table III along with their notations and definitions. These challenges are grouped into three classes according to the components of the search system that they effect the most as: (i) IoT
object oriented, (ii) Search and Discovery Solution-oriented,
and (iii) QoS-based challenges. Devices and sensors in the
IoT network presents diverse challenges due to their dynamic

characteristic features like frequent change in their data properties, position and connectivity. We associate the following
four challenges with the IoT resources: Dynamicity (C1 ),
Scalability (C2 ), Mobility (C3 ), and Opportunistic Presence
(C4 ). The definitions of these challenges are as follows:
C1 ) Dynamicity: Search system should consider constant
change in the network topology, sensing data and properties of the IoT resources.
C2 ) Scalability: Search system should manage large magnitude of the sensors and devices connected to the
IoT.
C3 ) Mobility: Search system must handle frequent change in
the location of the IoT resources.
C4 ) Opportunistic Presence: Search system should take into
account the dynamic connection status of the IoT object
with the network.
Similarly the search techniques themselves face the challenges with respect to the IoT application domain (i.e.,
generality (C5 ) and specificity (C6 )), and design strategy (i.e.,
data acquisition (C7 ), management (C8 ), heterogeneity (C9 ),
and interoperability (C10 )). The definitions of these challenges
are as follows:
C5 ) Generality: Search system should not bind to a specific
approach, technique or protocol.
C6 ) Specificity: Search system should perform definitive
operation based on the application domain.
C7 ) Data Acquisition: Search system should retrieve data
from the IoT objects, users and applications with minimum communication and in real-time.
C8 ) Management: Search system must be able to configure, control and manage the IoT devices, middlewares,
clouds and applications.
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L IST OF C HALLENGES

Fig. 4.

Classification of Different Search and Discovery Techniques for the IoT.

C9 ) Heterogeneity: Search system should handle diversity in
the data format, standards, communication protocols and
applications.
C10 ) Interoperability: Search system should operate
among the heterogeneous data formats, standards and
platforms.
The QoS-based challenges are subservient to the end user
of the search system, we identify three such challenges as:
Security (C11 ), Privacy (C12 ), and Standardization (C13 ). The
definitions of these challenges are as follows:
C11 ) Security: Search system should establish secure communication channel and be resistant to the attacks.
C12 ) Privacy: Search system must gather data from the
trusted data sources only and not expose sensitive
information of the IoT devices.
C13 ) Standardization: Search system should be implemented
on well defined and accepted protocols.
Role played by these requirements and challenges are examined in the next section with a use cases scenario across
different IoT application domains.

III. S EARCH AND D ISCOVERY IN I OT: C LASSIFICATION
AND U SE C ASE S CENARIO
In this section, we present our outlook on different search
and discovery techniques for IoT and classify them into two
main categories: (i) IoT Data-based, and (ii) IoT Object-based
search techniques, according to the type of IoT resources
that the search techniques address. Further, they are categorized based on their approaches, algorithmic design and search
principles into various subcategories. Figure 4 represents our
classification system. Classification viewpoint is discussed in
Section III-A and the applicability of each search technique
with a use case scenario are presented in Section III-B.
A. Classification Viewpoint
1) IoT Data-Based Search Techniques: The data originating
from devices connected to the IoT network can be classified
into one of the following three types as depicted in Figure 5:
(i) Inherent (static) data, that do not change (e.g., type of sensor, manufacture details, RFID tag), (ii) Dynamic data, that
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B. Applicability and Use Case Scenarios

Fig. 5.

Data classification of the IoT objects.

changes continuously over time (e.g., data captured by sensors), and (iii) Pseudo-dynamic data, that changes slowly over
time (e.g., state of the objects, deployment properties).
This data has various characteristic features such as dynamicity, heterogeneity, huge size, dynamic data generation rate,
volatility, etc. Due to these features its a challenging task
to gather, store, and manage the IoT data. Several protocols
and standards are being designed and developed by various organizations to meet these challenges. Some of them
are Message Queueing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Data
Distribution Service (DDS) [20], Extensible Messaging and
Presence Protocol (XMPP) [21], Advanced Message Queuing
Protocol (AMQP) [22], and Constrained Application Protocol
(CoAP) [23]. Depending on the application requirements different combination of these protocols can be used for data
addressing. We classify the IoT Data-based search techniques
into the following types:
• Content-based searching: It focuses on readings taken by
the sensors, i.e., observation and measurement data.
• Context-based searching: It deals with situational and
status description data of the IoT objects.
2) IoT Object-Based Search Techniques: These search techniques focus on locating the IoT objects. Various approaches
have been employed in this category that make use of object’s
features like semantic description, location and social relationship. We categorize them further into following subcategories:
a) Location-based searching: It emphasizes on geographical/relative location of the IoT objects in the network.
b) User-oriented search techniques: These techniques
correlate user preferences with the IoT object’s properties.
• Social Structure-based searching It considers social relationships between the IoT objects and users.
c) Heterogeneous search techniques: Heterogeneous
search techniques make use of several different types of data
representation, status description and other attributes of IoT
objects to efficiently resolve a search query. We consider
the following two search techniques under Heterogeneous
category:
• Semantic and Ontology-based searching: It focuses on
knowledge representation of the IoT objects and their
relationships in terms of well defined rules.
• Resource and Service Discovery: It looks for the IoT
objects (object is an ensemble of sensors, actuator and
other IoT enabling technologies) and their embedded
software services.

In this subsection, we discuss the applicability of different
search and discovery techniques across various disciplines in
IoT applications. The use case scenarios and their relevant
search techniques as well as requirements and challenges for
them are listed in Table IV.
1) IoT Data-Based Search Techniques: Based on the role
played by the IoT data in the search system, three use case scenarios from three different domains to highlight the approach,
requirements and challenges of the search techniques are
discussed.
• Content-based Search Technique: In Aerospace and
Aviation application domain of IoT, a search use case
can be to locate the present altitude of an air borne vehicle. The altitude data of this vehicle is collected through
an altimeter sensor attached to the vehicle, for example,
Laser Vegetation Imaging Sensor (LVIS) is an air borne
altimeter sensor used to perform topography, hydrology,
and vegetation studies [24]. However, this data is dynamic
and changes frequently, as such during take-off and landing. Requirements for such a search could be to obtain
accurate data in real time (R10 and R5 ), search results
may further be subjected to filtering based on different
altitudes (R7 ) where a range of altitudes can be displayed
in different facets (R2 ), however these results can be
viewed only by authorized personnels (R11 ). Challenges
faced in this search scenario is to acquire frequently
changing data (C1 and C7 ) that is specific to Aerospace
and Aviation domain (C6 ); the search algorithm here
has to operate among different data communication
protocols (C12 ).
• Context-based Search Technique: One of the most important task to be performed in the agriculture field is
detection of pests. Early detection and control of pests
can prevent harmful disease from infecting the crops.
This scenario requires deployment of sensors that monitor environmental phenomenons to identify the presence
of pests, the number of such sensors utilized is enormous due to the size of agricultural field and thus possess
scalability challenge (C2 ). As such it requires the search
algorithm to be energy efficient (R8 ) and impervious to
the noise (R9 ) gathered from the data source. Search
system should also be able to identify the intent of the
pest detection test (R3 ), i.e., to control and activate the
sprinkler (C8 ).
2) IoT Object-Based Search Techniques:
i) Location-based Search Technique: The search and discovery techniques in smart home domain should have
effective user interface design (R4 ) that provides updated
status information about home appliances. An example of a search query that can come forth in such an
application domain is to find a misplaced book that was
used at some particular instance of the day [25]. The
search system on this occasion must be capable of filtering matching candidate items based on context (i.e.,
time) and location of last usage (R7 ). Solution to this
search problem must not bind to a particular method
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TABLE IV
A PPLICABILITY OF D IFFERENT S EARCH T ECHNIQUES ACROSS D IFFERENT I OT A PPLICATIONS

(C5 ) of data retrieval (C7 ) as the device will be in dormant state to effectively utilize its energy level (R8 ) and
thus presents the detection challenge (C4 ).
ii) User-oriented Search Techniques: To emphasise the
properties of user (like social links, preferences, etc.)
that are to be considered to meet the search requirements, we describe a use case scenario related to
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS).
• Social Structure-based Search Technique: The ITS
is one of the most thriving application domain of
IoT. In such an application, the user in heavily
congested traffic is assisted by his cars navigation system to find an optimal route, by contacting
near by cameras, traffic management system and his
peers in the same location to reach the destination
in stipulated time [26]. In this circumstance, the
search system should retrieve information on volume of traffic on road network of the commuting
area in real time (R5 ) and the latency between subsequent queries about the route information should
be kept at minimum (R6 ). However, the most critical

requirement is that of the accuracy of query result
(R10 ). To design such a search system, the connectivity of vehicle with the ITS infrastructure is of
major concern (C4 ) and also the myriad of communication standards used by the ITS system (C5
and C11 ) pose a challenge for effective design of a
search solution.
iii) Heterogeneous Search Techniques: To demonstrate
the suitability of ontology based solutions, we have
described a retail store use case and similarly an
amusement park based scenario is construed for service
discovery problem.
• Semantic and Ontology-based Search Technique:
In a smart retail based application of an IoT, the
user would like to locate a specific pair of Jeans
based on his preferences (R1 and R2 ) and the search
system should respond accordingly by filtering the
results (R7 ). A major challenge is to keep track of
the mobility of the user (C3 ) along with his specific requirements (C6 ) and maintain his privacy
(C13 ) [27].
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•

Resource and Service Discovery: An amusement
park has several outlets that offer different kinds of
recreational activities. During a stay in an amusement park, an user would like to locate a nearby
candy vending machine that suits his preferences
(R1 ). The search system for such a scenario should
operate on the specific domain (C6 ) and must consider dynamic location of the user in park (C3 ). The
search results should also intimate the most recent
updates about the vending machine like, availability
of a particular candy, price and offers (R4 and R5 ).
To enhance the query results, the search system can
display the most popular and highly rated vending
machines (R12 ).
IV. A R EVIEW OF R ESEARCH E FFORTS

In this section, we review the state-of-the art search and discovery techniques based on the classification system proposed
in the previous section. For each one of the research publications, we describe the concept and highlight its significant
contributions and shortcomings.
A. IoT Data-Based Search Techniques
1) Content-Based Search Techniques: In this subsection,
we review search techniques that take into account measurement data of the IoT objects. The content-based search
techniques make use of sensor output to search for a particular set of sensors that match the user queries. They look for a
specific data item produced by sensors based on the predefined
user requirements. These approaches can be applied to obtain
real-time and historical data. Applications that address user
queries like room occupancy at any given instance, or finding
an available parking spot, can be modeled by content-based
approaches. Hamann [28] highlighted the use of statistical and
prediction models in analyzing sensor data, and some of the
research works that make use of such analytic techniques are
discussed below.
Elahi et al. [29] have constructed a predictive model that
ranks sensors based on their current output state with respect
to the user queries. The probability scores are calculated based
on the output of sensor at any given particular time. The advantage is that, if queries are executed more often, then there is
a substantial improvement in prediction rates. However, the
model is susceptible to faulty sensors, and prediction model
suffers from latency, to incorporate the changes introduced by
it. Ostermaier et al. [30] proposed a search engine called Dyser
where statistical methods are used to recognize the sensors that
match the requested query. Using prediction model, the matching sensors are ranked according to their similarity score in
descending order, to retrieve the top-k matches. Dyser reduces
the overhead communication by predicting periodic patterns,
but this finding is based on simulated data and thus cannot be
generalized.
Mietz and Römer [31] used Bayesian Networks to exploit
correlation among sensors that produce similar outputs. It performs optimally when the query seeks only a small number

of sensor results. However, as the data collection and processing is centralized; the model is not scalable for a large
number of sensors. Truong et al. [32], [33] have employed
search-by-example technique, where a sensor similarity search
is employed through a fuzzy logic approach. A fuzzy based
similarity score selects a matching sensor that outputs the
same value as that of a given sensor. The similarity score
here is computed incrementally that increases accuracy of
the prediction model with reduced computation overhead.
Although, the search results are presented quickly to the
user because of approximate and incremental computation, the
users who need highly accurate query results need to wait for
longer durations.
Zhou et al. [34] utilized spatial properties of sensors that
are embedded into sensor measurement data and are stored in
time-series database on a cloud. The system supports search
for historical and real-time data. The challenge however, is to
collect data from mobile and static entities that are large in
number. The Matching State Estimation (MSE) technique is
proposed in [35] for device discovery in WoT domain. Two
types of search modes, reliable MSE search (R-MSE) and
proactive MSE search (P-MSE), are implemented to satisfy the
search needs, that present strong randomness and uncertainty
with respect to query time and number of returned search
results. The advantage of these systems is that communication
overhead decreases with increase in the query range. However,
only prototype design was presented and practical applicability
of MSE in the device search service is low.
Bijarbooneh et al. [36] formulated a sensor selection
problem and solved it using greedy strategy and constraint programming approach. Belief propagation protocol with multiphase adaptive sensing is used to infer sensor output. The
scheme is able to reduce energy consumption by 80% through
belief strategy that turns on only a small number of required
sensors, as compared to a situation when all sensors are
used. The system does not support distributed environment.
Zhang et al. [37] have proposed a system to accurately estimate the present sensor state based on a multi-step prediction
model. A sensor ranking model is developed that reduces
communication overhead of the entire process by taking into
account the matching probabilities of sensors. It estimates the
reference value of sensor output at the query time and achieves
high-precision in matching the probability prediction, so as to
reduce the storage and energy cost. However, while reducing
the communication overhead, the system leads to increasingly
high computational complexity.
Ihm et al. [38] have used top-k queries to address data discovery in IoT applications. Data gathered by IoT objects are
partitioned through grid and hyperplane approach to reduce
the search space. Indexes are then built for the partitioned
data space and matched with the query to obtain top-k
results. Support Vector Machine (SVM) [39] was employed
by Jiang et al. [40] to predict the dynamic measurement error
of the sensor device. Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm is developed to optimize the key parameters and avoid local minimum
values, that occurs when using traditional method of parameter optimization. However, the performance of SVM depends
on setting appropriate parameters that are situation dependent.
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A time-dependent periodical prediction method is presented
by Zhang et al. [41] to estimate the sensor output. The
periodic feedback prediction fully exploits verification information for enhancing the precision of sensor readings that
efficiently serve the needs of sensor search service. Although,
efficiency and applicability of sensor search systems are
improved by accurate matching estimation mechanism, the
search performance depends on resource consumptions; and
moreover the system is not fault-tolerant. Anas et al. [42]
have developed a heuristic framework to capture the IoT
object data. Once data collected is from sensors, it undergoes thorough transformation and filtering procedure and is
finally fed to a genetic algorithm for searching. However,
the system does not consider heterogeneous data collection
and management, that is a characteristic feature of data in
IoT. Shemshadi et al. [43], [44] developed a crawler to collect IoT data automatically from different data sources. The
system provides interface for both human users and machines.
However, only those data sources were chosen where the
sensor data is represented through a map.
Vasilev et al. [45] proposed a scalable model based on
hyper-graph representation for the evaluation of the cooperation between the sensor nodes for a reliable node discovery.
The advantage of the model is that it allows the metric to be
computed in parallel between sub-networks. The metric can
be computed independently by each sub hyper-tree and efficiently combined at the tree intersections. In addition, if the
connected component can be built by keeping its structure
to be a hyper-tree, the metric can be computed in a linear
time. The model does not perform well in the presence of
higher-order dependencies between the metric and the packet
acceptance probability.
Table V compares the top-five most recent content based
search approaches, along with their advantages and disadvantages. As measurement data is quantitative and dynamic over
time, the searching devices in IoT domain based on the content
of device measurement is challenging in nature. With a large
scale deployment of the low-cost sensors, it is not feasible to

monitor the output of each sensor. Thus, most of the current
search systems fail to support such an approach and it is the
least employed technique by the research community. Web
document management and retrieval techniques can be integrated with content-based approach to increase the efficiency
of these systems [46].
2) Context-Based Search Techniques: Context-based search
approaches allow user to express search parameters in terms
of sensor properties that describe the situation and quality of service of the sensor, like location, type, accuracy,
battery life, etc. Some existing tools provide IoT middleware solutions for sensor search, and through these middlewares, the user submits a query, and search system returns
appropriate sensor data to the user without any further
interactions [47].
Linked Sensor Middleware (LSM) [48] is one such middleware that provides sensor search and selection service based
on sensor location and its type. However, the users have to
specify search queries in SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language (SPARQL) [49] that is unfriendly to novice users.
The Global Sensor Networks (GSN) [50] is a flexible middleware that facilitates distributive query processing and sensor
data integration. The user, however, has to manually select
appropriate sensors to query its data. Similarly, the Microsoft
SensorMap [51] allows the user to select sensors based on
their location, type, and keywords. Xively [6] is yet another
middleware that is scalable, secure and used for data storage.
It acts as an interface between users and devices to provide
real-time device control. SenseWeb [52] like Xively, interfaces
the sensors and allows to execute the search queries on their
data. Considering the dynamic nature of the IoT, these tools
and middlewares fail, as they allow sensor selection through
only static meta-information. A detailed description and challenges faced by existing IoT middlewares can be found in [53].
Zhang [54] proposed a fuzzy logic based middleware for the
IoT called, FuzWare. It converts the context data of the IoT
objects into fuzzy representation through uncertain reasoning
and learning rules. Apart from these tools, several research
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efforts have been made to use context-properties of devices
for search and discovery.
Pfisterer et al. [55] have proposed semantic WoT framework,
SPITFIRE. It provides search service for entities based on their
current state that are inferred by semantic descriptions of sensors
embedded into entities. The notable characteristic of SPITFIRE
is that it makes use of prediction model to build semantic
descriptions of sensors by calculating similarity patterns among
them. As IoT is inherently dynamic in nature, the states of
entities change within a short interval, that SPITFIRE fails
to address. For Web-enabled things, Mayer and Guinard [56]
developed a generic semantic discovery engine. Meta-data of
these devices describes semantic information like device-related
and contextual information are recorded manually by human
operators through a Web-based interface. The drawback is that
prototype of the system lacks extensive evaluation.
Perera et al. [57], [58] have designed Context Aware Sensor
Selection and Ranking Model (CASSARAM) that models
users requirements to context information of the sensors. The
SSN ontology [59] is used to represent sensor context properties, and then search space is indexed and ranked based on
comparative priority weights. The efficiency of the search is
improvised by using distributed search technique through parallel processing of different server nodes to index and rank
the sensors. The disadvantage is that registry and subscription
of sensors to server nodes is not addressed in this work. The
technique proposed by Buchina [60] allows to express context properties of devices as a set of atomic and independent
tags. The context information is used as a search factor by
utilizing naming conventions to express the context inside the
Domain Name System Service Discovery (DNS-SD). The process of assigning the context information to services has not
been addressed in this work.
Ebrahimi et al. [61], [62] have addressed the search problem
through meta-heuristic algorithm [63], [64], an Ant-Clustering
algorithm (AntClust) is developed to create a Sensor Semantic
Overlay Networks (SSONs) that group semantically related
sensors. The search queries from the user are forwarded in this
method to particular SSON only. Disadvantage of the system is
a time-consuming off-line computing phase, and it is also vulnerable to dynamicity issues. Michel et al. [65] implemented a
search engine and middleware, Gander, for a pervasive computing environment. Real-time search functionality is provided
by Gander, through incorporating context of data items. The
relationships of data items among themselves and their surrounding environment are taken as context, and the sampling
techniques through peer-to-peer methods are applied on these
spatio-temporal data. Due to privacy concerns, Gander does
not store user’s private data centrally which increases the need
for local data storage at the user device.
Sensor search and selection service architecture proposed
by Hsu et al. [66] have used context properties of sensors
like, battery life, reliability, accuracy, etc., along with user
requirements to determine the optimal score for ranking the
sensors. However, the network lifetime of the gateways in the
proposed architecture vary to a large extent between different
scores of context properties and it is very difficult to determine
an optimal score. Lunardi et al. [67] presented Context-Based

Search Engine, COBASEN. It is made up of two modules:
context module and a search engine, where former module
provides semantic descriptions of the entities and later module uses these descriptions to interact with the desired entity.
The advantage of COBASEN is that it employs an effective
middleware that manages a large number of entities with overlapping and redundant functions. The disadvantage is that as
context information of entities increases, the indexing time of
COBASEN also increases resulting in search delays.
A framework for semantic WoT, Context-aware
Sensor Search Framework (CASSF) was developed by
Gong et al. [68]. This framework facilitates the search of
sensors by building Resource Description Framework (RDF)
graphs to model context properties of sensors. The search efficiency is improved by reducing the targeted search space size
through a query approximation technique called Threshold
Algorithm for Sensor Information (TASI). Although, the
search is scalable considering the dynamic nature of the IoT,
CASSF involves a huge computational time overhead as every
sensor is contacted to find its relevance in the search result
which ensues sluggish response time. Wang and Cao [69]
have proposed the use of context information in the event
management at the IoT middleware. The fuzzy ontology
is used to model the unexpected events, based on which
query execution plans are generated. A Notable feature of the
system is that context-related queries are remodeled as context
independent and targeted data window is segmented based on
event patterns and their context information. However, due to
a large scale of IoT networks, ontology size increases and
thus increases the query execution time.
Arnaboldi et al. [70] have developed a context-aware
middleware for mobile applications. It considers the socioeconomic attributes of the users to form communities with
similar interests. A detailed API is provided for mobile application developments to address the opportunistic issue of the
IoT objects through context and social attributes. The community formation phase of the system is time consuming
and increases with the number of users/devices connecting
to the community. Context-aware search system for IoT was
presented by Chen et al. [71]. It addresses the search issue
related to objects in the IoT, in addition to their related information. Hidden Markov model [72] is used to recognize the
user requirements with that of context-properties of objects.
With this system, the user is able to search for a variety
of content information of the sensors, but the system fails
to search the predefined context information in the database.
Paparrizos et al. [73] developed a method to embed the context metadata of sensors along with their semantic meaning
to aid sensor search and visualization. The sensor data is
tagged dynamically with context metadata by calculating the
occurrence frequency of a keyword. The implemented system
provides an extensive visualization of results based on types
of query. The search engine suffers from real-time delivery of
results due to dependency on the ranking method to calculate
the scores of newly created metadata.
Zhou et al. [34] have addressed the problem of searching in frequently updated time-stamped data generated by
the IoT devices. The data sources are virtualized and
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integrated to support heterogeneous devices. It supports different types of queries like range, distance, and time-window.
The Geohashing and Uniform Resource Locator (URL) patterns are used to index data that requires a dedicated database
and thus suffers from performance degradation due to frequent
updates. Dragon, a data discovery engine was conceptualized
by Kolcun and McCann [74]. The static information of sensors
are stored in a distributed fashion across different data tables in
the IoT network. A routing algorithm is implemented to propagate and match the query with the help of routing table that
holds destination node address, next hop node address and distance to it. However, a time-consuming setup phase is required
to initialize data table for routing. Hu et al. [75] proposed a
cloud platform for vehicular networks to ease mobile application development. It identifies and classifies the sensors based
on their context-information. Optimized deployment of the
sensors aids in better management and enhances the retrieved
data quality. However, mobility impact of the vehicles has not
been addressed in this work.
Table VI lists most recent context based approaches along
with their advantages and disadvantages. The widespread
development of semantic technologies has attracted a large
number of researchers and this area is one of the popular and
highly adopted technique in search and discovery of the IoT
resources.

B. IoT Object-Based Search Techniques
1) Location-Based Search Techniques: The location of
objects in the IoT networks plays an important role in search
techniques. The user requirements usually center around location parameter that can refer either to geographical location
coordinates, i.e., in terms of longitude and latitude, or logical location, in terms of relative references (an, e.g., book is

placed on the second shelf). In this subsection, we discuss
search systems that consider location as a search parameter.
Mayer et al. [76] considered the logical location of sensors
as an attribute in search space construction that is modeled
as a tree. A tree-based search technique was used to locate a
sensor, either at the local node or at the distant node based on
routing mechanism of the query [77]. The system adapts to
the large size of the IoT network, by limiting communication
between the adjacent nodes. However, it experiences identification problem, as sensor nodes are named statically and
are prone to errors. The search service for sensors is developed through P2P architecture by Liang and Huang [78]. It
is a location-aware system where the search is performed by
applying space filling curve to the location tagged data. The
data measurements from the sensors are collected and annotated with location information through space filling curve
technique. Though the system supports simple spatiotemporal queries, it fails to answer queries that are constructed by
combining two or more requirements.
Frank et al. [79] used heuristics of location attribute to
develop a search system for sensor networks. A certain probability is assigned to each device based on their location, and
queries are resolved through heuristic approach by considering
location probability of devices. The implemented work establishes energy reduction by routing the query to only a small
number of sensor objects. Although, the scheme is scalable for
large sensor networks, it can only be used to locate the objects
tagged to users. Yap et al. [80] proposed a search system
called MAX, that takes the logical location of an object with
respect to each other and surrounding environment as a search
parameter. Pull-based technique is used to retrieve object tags
that consists of descriptions of objects in a text form. MAX
does not maintain indexes of tags, and thus it handles mobility and dynamicity issue appropriately. The implementation of
MAX as a distributive system does not address the scalability
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issue as all the substations are contacted for the query
resolution.
Wang et al. [81] have proposed the use of geographical
locations coordinates for sensor services. A distributed architecture is employed by the system consisting of sensor nodes,
services, and gateways. The measurement area of sensors and
gateways (sensors interconnect with each other through gateways, forming a local network) are bounded by a rectangle
and then indexed using R-trees through geographical indexing
method. It is computationally expensive and thus is of limited
use in IoT networks. Li et al. [82] developed a distributed
indexing technique for data with multiple dimensions. Based
on the geographical location of sensors, the deployment area
is divided into a number of zones and event-data are hashed
to these zones. The system supports a range queries by constructing the search tree with multiple data dimensions. The
drawback of the system is that routing algorithms are used to
resolve range queries that are resource intensive and fails to
perform in a large scale network.
Du et al. [83], [84] have used location attributes of sensors to index and organize sensor networks. A method named
Distributed Index for Features in Sensor Networks (DIFS) is
developed to assist the range query resolution. Indexes are constructed in a hash table and visualized as a tree. The range values of specific geographical locations are stored in nodes of the
hash tables, and a non-root node is allowed to have multiple
parents. However, if the parent nodes are located far away from
the child node then the system’s performance deteriorates due
to the distance sensitivity problem. Fathy et al. [85] used the
unsupervised machine learning algorithm to gather and circulate indexes in a decentralized IoT network. The IoT objects
are clustered based on their location and a network gateway
is assigned to each cluster for organizational and management
related operations. The index are built at gateways and communicated to upper-level discovery servers, where they are
aggregated and stored. The drawback is that the number of
gateways deployed in the system depend on the number of
the clusters formed during search space construction step, and
thus is a hindrance in real-time deployment.
Fredj et al. [86] have employed geographical location based
clustering and aggregation search method to look for IoT
devices and their services. The physical objects are clustered
and managed by semantic gateways based on their location,
and at the global level, there exists a hierarchy of semantic

gateways. A routing table is maintained at each gateway that
is constructed according to the semantic descriptions of the
IoT objects. Queries are forwarded and matched using these
routing tables at gateways. The system assumes the static location of objects and thus fails to address mobility parameter and
it also does not consider maintenance cost of routing tables
during update operation of the semantic descriptions [87].
Abdelwahab et al. [88] proposed a sensor discovery and
selection technique on a cloud computing platform. A virtual
layer is implemented on top of the sensor networks that are
grouped according to their geographical locations. These virtual layers form edge nodes that can be scaled up horizontally
based on the requirements and thus solves scalability issues.
Shemshadi et al. [89], [90] employed spatial properties of the
sensors to cluster them according to their correlations scores.
A graph-based approach is used to measure the similarity of a
sensor according to its parental and location relationship with
other sensors. However, the system does not address the social
relationship attribute.
Relative locations of sensors along with six other parameters
concerning sensor state and communication properties were
used by Shah and Sardana [25] to search for the sensors in
the IoT. A pull based approach is used by query generator node
to gather information about all other nodes, this information is
then ranked based on Euclidean distance. However, the scheme
gets affected from scalability issues as all nodes are contacted
to gather current state information. Michel and Julien [91]
devised a method to distribute cloud-based solutions for the
IoT search and discovery, called cloudlets, across physical
locations. The location-based services are offered by cloudlets
that leverage IoT objects proximity with each other. Although
local queries that require information about the immediate
neighborhood are resolved quickly, queries that require information about the IoT objects in a remote location takes longer
resolution time.
The location-based search techniques for IoT are listed in
Table VII along with their potential benefits and drawbacks.
A considerable number of applications are being developed
today that try to solve everyday challenges. These applications tend to work on preferences and likeliness of users,
among which location plays a vital role. Though, some
of these applications have constructed location-aware search
systems for the IoT, they do not address the user requirements
significantly.
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2) User-Oriented Search Techniques:
a) Social structure-based search techniques: To facilitate easy task completion, the IoT devices communicate with
each other to get a better perspective of their deployment environment. Usually, the devices communicate with known set
of other devices thus forming a group of frequently contacted
nodes. This concept is leveraged to form Social-IoT that mimics social networks of humans. Several works are carried out
in search and discovery process of the IoT objects that utilize
the concept of social networks.
Shen et al. [92] implemented a search engine for CyberPhysical System (CPS), by constructing a prediction model
based on Bayesian networks. The system is oriented towards
humans and utilize their traveling habits. The system leverages social links between objects and the user to build a
Distributed Hash Table (DHT) that is used for indexing.
Although, the model can predict unusual movements, it fails to
address the behavior of the user towards a particular response.
Liang and Cao [93] have presented an overview of different social-aware context middleware platforms. Role played
by the different social properties in modeling a middleware
is discussed in detail. However, integration of the middleware architecture with the IoT application system is missing.
Nitti et al. [94] described a method for finding the IoT objects
using navigability parameters in social networks. A decentralized search system is constructed by computing degree of
centrality of a node in the network. Due to the use of traditional graph structures for the search operation, the system
fails to address dynamic nature of the IoT.
Jung et al. [95] developed a hypergraph-based overlay
network model as a discovery mechanism for Social-IoT. They
modeled Social-IoT by scrutinizing distinct characteristics and
structural facets of human-centric social networks, to fully
understand how and to what extent these objects mimic behaviors of the humans. Bhaumik et al. [96] devised a method to
group sensors based on their social structure. Ownership information of sensor is used to cluster them into social groups
that have a common purpose. Deshpande et al. [97] conceptualized a Machine-4-Machine (M4M) abstract model that
enables sharing of the IoT devices among friends in a SocialIoT network. A notable feature in this work is that sharing can
be controlled by the degree of associations of the IoT devices
with their peers. The limitation is that system does not consider security threats, like man-in-middle attack, posed during
the formation of associations.
A desktop-based search engine for CPS system was
designed in [98] by Deng et al. The correlation graph of user
activity is constructed based on two kinds of memory patterns,
explicit and implicit. The former pattern recognizes the events
at particular context while the latter memory pattern is used
when the context is unknown. The use of virtual window to
speed-up correlation graph construction of the user activities
is the advantage of the system, yet monitoring the activities of
the user leads to privacy and security concerns. Paraimpu, a
platform for resource and service sharing on the Social-WoT
was developed by Pintus et al. [99]. It connects Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) compatible WoT objects, through
abstraction of their services, to the Web to support device and
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service lookup. Though the platform is scalable, it uses a centralized server to store and manage device descriptions that
leads to single point of failure.
Luis-Ferreira and Jardim-Goncalves [100] described an
approach to integrate human emotions and sensations to
objects in the IoT, that is modeled on the Human brain to incorporate sensations associated with objects in IoT. The tags are
used to build emotions and sensations databanks from which
queries are resolved. The tagging mechanism is not addressed
and it is a difficult task to gather emotions of users related
with the IoT objects. Wu et al. [101] presented a security
assessment model for social P2P sensor networks to select
a particular service. The chance based discovery theory was
implemented with a KeyGraph structure to select an appropriate service [102]. Through the service forwarding scheme,
the system is able to reduce communication overhead by forwarding only a few service request packets. Due to use of
cache at every node to maintain the service request packets,
the real-world deployment of the system is difficult to attain
in a resource constrained IoT devices.
The recent works that utilize the social structure of IoT
network for device and service look-up are compared in
Table VIII. Use of efficient graph-based structure to capture
relationship among IoT devices leads to a better discovery
technique. However, management of such a structure for large
scale IoT network is not an easy task.
3) Heterogeneous Search Techniques:
a) Semantic and ontology-based search techniques:
Ontology-based models have also been proposed to address
search and discovery problem in IoT. Ontologies are knowledge representations of a specific domain in terms of concepts,
types and relationships among them. They imbibe the semantics of the IoT data into their concepts and relations and help
to build domain, task and approach specific search systems.
This subsection reviews the use of ontologies in the search
process for the IoT objects.
Calbimonte et al. [103] have used an ontology-based query
technique to address search problem in large scale networks.
In this approach, sensor generated data and its associated
semantic metadata are recorded in ontology that has query
capabilities. García-Castro et al. [104] have developed a core
ontological model, that represents sensor networks as well as
services. De et al. [105] presented a conceptual architecture
on the IoT platform and several semantic ontological based
models that capture the sensor’s state. The World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C)’s Incubator Group proposed a Semantic
Sensor Network (SSN) ontology that allows the description
of sensors and their characteristics, to address the issue of
interoperability of metadata annotations [59].
Mietz et al. [106] demonstrated the use of semantic Web
technologies, Resource Description Framework (RDF) and
SPARQL, in search of data from heterogeneous sources.
The prediction models are engaged to determine the similarity score of the search space with the query that is
represented in RDF format and specified in SPARQL. Only
fundamental attributes of the sensors like spatial and temporal characters are used in the development of prediction
model. Nayak and Parhi [107] proposed a semantic based
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sensor discovery and selection engine. Universal Description,
Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) framework is extended to
include the semantic descriptions of services; these descriptions are added at the registration time of the service.
Matchmaking algorithm is introduced to find services based
on the keyword search. It does not describe the semantic
annotation process of services during registry and the cost
incurred.
Searching in WoT domain was addressed by
Christophe et al. [108] by incorporating the WoT objects with
semantic profiles. The machine learning algorithms are used
to compare the profiles of different objects. Upon arrival of
the request, its context is used to select an algorithm for query
execution. However, the system is not validated. Another
semantic based service discovery approach is presented
in [109]. Based on semantic technologies, a middleware was
developed to perform search on the sensor data through their
context properties. Mayer et al. [56] addressed the use of
semantic techniques to discover the WoT objects based on
multiple mapping scheme. It makes use of compressed data
representation models to identify the IoT resources. Although,
interoperability is preserved across the heterogeneous devices
in IoT, the search system suffers from dynamic issues of
identification, as the addresses of devices are to be known in
advance.
A Semantic framework for looking up smart objects was
developed by Alam and Noll [110]. The resources advertise
their services along with other information like location, identification, name, and semantic descriptions to middlewares
that capture them and register it in their service directory.
The mechanism eases registration process and thus improvises the search phase. Hu et al. [111] proposed metadata
model to account for observations and context of the data
generated by sensors. They also developed a user interface
to aid discovery of sensors based on geographical positions.
However, the model described is implemented particularly for

earth observation sensor deployments and requires extensive
modification for generic applications.
Yang et al. [112] proposed hierarchical ontological model
to improvise search system reasoning. The abstract terminologies are expanded vertically in this system, and a query is
decomposed into lower level terminologies and matched with
directories containing sensor descriptions. The advantage of
the system is that search space drastically decreases in size as
queries are decomposed. The disadvantage is that influence of
configurational differences in ontologies and their complexity
is not considered. Perera and Vasilakos [113] implemented a
knowledge driven sensor configuration tool, CASSCOM. It is
an IoT middleware that facilitates data search operation without the use of any query representation language. The semantic
and context properties are used to drive the search process.
However, privacy and security measures of the sensor data in
middleware are not addressed.
Chaochaisit et al. [114] have developed a location-aware
sensor search system by utilizing Human Location Sensor
Ontology. Domain knowledge of human positions is modeled
as classes in Ontology Web Language (OWL) for automated
sensor classification. Using different constructs, the sensor and
location parameters can be described in accordance with the
user’s location context. The advantage of the system is that
the IoT features have been considered and knowledge structure of ontology can be extended to different domains. But
the ontology is not validated to handle demands from the
IoT applications that come at a different scale and varying
time requirement over a specific platform. Zhou and Ma [115]
presented an ontology focused Web service matching algorithm aimed at the IoT systems. As a proof-of-concept, the
vehicular sensors are portrayed into the ontology. The semantic similarity and relativity scores of the sensors are calculated
by search algorithm, and then merged together to get the maximum value of Web services. These values along with matching
degree are used to look for appropriate Web services.
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Dey et al. [116] in their work extended SSN ontology
to capture salient features of an energy meter sensor in
resolving metadata query, and further enhanced its role in
semantic smart energy services. However the semantic smart
energy service is specifically designed to cater to the needs
of energy meter use case and is not generic to all applications. ForwarDS-IoT, a distributed semantic repository was
proposed by Gomes et al. [117]. Semantic descriptions of an
IoT object are handled at three levels: SSN and Semantic
Actuator Network (SAN) [118] for IoT object description,
Geo Vocabulary [119] for location data and OWL-S [120] for
modeling services. SPARQL end-points are provided as the
query interface. However, the work is not evaluated and thus
its performance is unknown.
Sezer et al. [121] have simulated smart home use case
to propose an ontology on Smart Home. SSN ontology
was extended in this work to handle heterogeneous data
items and different types of sensors. The performance of
the ontology application was gauged for different scenarios.
The results are however dependent on the hardware used and
vary significantly on different hardware configurations [122].
Cabral et al. [123] also extended the SSN ontology to develop
sensor cloud ontology that includes time series data and location coordinates in semantic representations. A fitness function
was modeled to rank and index the sensors. This model outperforms prediction models described in [29] and [33]. However,
in this search system query resolution time is increased
and thus the system is not applicable to time-critical search
applications.
Table IX examines different ontology-based approaches for
IoT. As the size of the IoT networks continues to grow, the sensor generated data is also expected to grow in exponential size
as compared to metadata descriptions of objects and sensors.
Efficient management of such a situation by an ontological
model still remains a challenge.
b) Resource and service discovery: The resources in the
IoT networks are embedded with sensors and actuators to
monitor a specific event in real-world and act upon it when
occurred. Resources offer some kind of services which are
abstracted as software components and are presented as APIs

through middleware for the application development. For an
application to address day-to-day activities, it is a difficult
task to discover resource and its associated services due to
the opportunistic presence, dynamicity, and largeness of the
IoT network. This subsection presents a review of research
efforts that address these challenges.
Ruta et al. [124] have presented a solution to resource
discovery, allotment and sharing in swarm intelligence scenarios. A framework is designed that allows novel and advanced
retrieval of resources in highly dense contexts based on semantics of the annotation. However, the system is not flexible
as compared with standard approaches. It also suffers from
limited computational resources and service volatility due to
unpredictable device mobility and network link unreliability.
Datta et al. [125] developed a resource discovery framework
for the IoT that supports different communication protocols.
A notable component of this framework is a proxy layer that
contains drivers to facilitate integration of various communication techniques. Although, the framework is generic with
respect to the connectivity issue, it lacks a common syntax to
describe heterogeneous IoT resources.
Maekawa et al. [126] used the sensors embedded in objects
to detect activities of users and then retrieve and display the
relevant Web pages to show additional information about them.
Objects are clustered according to their use in performing an
activity, and queries are generated by the system automatically
without any intervention from the user. A lightweight Web
browser is implemented and deployed across various daily
usage objects to retrieve and display the information fetched
from the queries. Though, context of the IoT objects are well
modeled, inter-object relationships are not considered in the
design of the system and leads to ambiguous description of the
Smart Home application domain. Giang et al. [127] proposed
Browsing as a Service for IoT. SeedHTML, an HTML protocol
is developed that allows direct access to IoT objects without
having to pass through a middleware. Each IoT device hosts a
unique SeedHTML URL that points to service offered by it. A
cloud server, known as BuddyThing, is included in back-end
to manage SeedHTML URLs. The clusters of devices offering the same services are formed in the cloud to reduce the
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IoT search space. This approach requires a dedicated naming
system to manage tags in the cloud and thus requires conversions between traditional DNS that increases complexity of
the system.
Nunes et al. [128] implemented ViSIoT, a visual search
engine for the IoT object discovery. It is a pull based approach
where the sensor data is gathered by a central repository,
stored in a generic data format through a conversion operation called marshal, and thus supports heterogeneous devices.
However, as with other centralized techniques, it suffers from
scalability issue and the marshal operation is time-consuming.
IoT Search Engine (ISE) is another search engine developed by Jin et al. [129], consisting of three components
to index, update and query the IoT search space. ISE supports only RFID-based search and fails to offer service for
other IoT objects. Fortino et al. [130] have developed a
resource discovery framework using two standard Web protocols (Representational State Transfer (REST) and JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON)). Indexes of the IoT objects are built
using the category of the domain to which the objects belong.
The advantage of the framework is it eases the query resolution
process through a centralized repository. The disadvantage is
indexing of the IoT objects based on their application domain
which fails to account for the objects that find their usage
across multiple domains.
Leu et al. [131] have presented Distributed Resource
Discovery (DRD) architecture for the IoT. P2P communication
model is implemented to ease the discovery operation, where
the IoT objects register with each other through Machineto-Machine (M2M) technique. The IoT objects are identified uniquely by hashing the Media Access Control (MAC)
address. However, these MAC addresses can be spoofed which
leads to identification issue. IoT-SVK [132] supports the
search for the IoT objects based on their content, location and
keyword descriptions. The data values are retrieved from sensors, sampled, and stored in repositories as keywords. Further,
they are indexed through B+ and R-tree structures. The realtime service offered by IoT-SVK engine increases transmission
delays and is prone to communication failures.
Wang et al. [133] have constructed, Snoogle, a search engine
to lookup physical objects. Textual descriptions of objects are
represented as keywords, and a query can be constructed to use
them. A three-layer architecture is constructed made up of the
physical objects, an IP (Index Points) and a KeyIP (Key Index
Point). The descriptions of objects/sensors are collected and
indexed by the IP, while KeyIP acts as a manager, controlling
and coordinating the IPs. Snoogle fails to address scalability
and dynamicity demand of the IoT networks, due to the use
of KeyIP as a centralized server. It provides searches through
pseudo-static metadata and thus generated results are approximate. Microsearch is yet another search system that enables
discovery of the sensor embedded physical objects [134]. It
stores textual descriptions of sensors in a centralized repository. It assumes that sensors are available to access via a
reliable network connectivity and thus falls short in the IoT
scenario where the device availability is dynamic.
Federica and David [135] have developed a system for distributed service discovery using the Distributed Hash Table

(DHT) in the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks for look-up service. The system supports multi-attribute and range queries.
The Radio-frequency identification (RFID)-based scenarios are
experimented in this work. Only exact matches are supported
in this system as no scoring method is employed. Li et al. [136]
conceptualized resource discovery in Social Internet of Things
(SIoT) by implementing a 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The user preferences and motion are observed to
extract recurring patterns and clustered based on a similarity
score. The sub-communities are constructed based on the computed score in a 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system.
Later, similar sub-communities are clustered into a virtual
global community. The communication overhead is reduced in
this approach by adjusting search radius. The system suffers
from computational complexity, as the similarity is calculated
at the various level of community formation. Human behavior
was also not considered as a parameter in the subcommunity
construction [137].
Noguchi et al. [138] adopted ubiquitous computing technique to address the issue of device discovery in a Smart
Environment. Two ontologies are defined to incorporate intensional and extensional knowledge of the domain. The advantage of the system is on-demand matching of semantic
annotations in ontologies that reduces computational overhead. The system is complex due to inclusion of two domain
dependent ontologies. Yachir et al. [139] implemented a usercentric, event aware, service-oriented framework to monitor
events in ambient environments. Dynamic service discovery
and selection algorithms are developed that guarantees continuous service through self-adaption to unexpected changes in
the environment. It uses service replacement and replanning
in the case of failure. The impact of different parameters like
number of ambient services class, number of detected events,
and events monitoring strategy is not addressed in this work.
Li et al. [140] formulated a scheduling problem to crawl
newly captured events from periodically sleeping sensors.
Constrained optimization strategy was used to crawl and
index the generated events in time. A sleep-aware schedule
method, named EasiCrawl, is implemented for achieving a
near-optimal expected latency in receiving events. EasiCrawl
fails to address the situation when sensor’s sleep plans
are unknown. Jara et al. [141] presented a mechanism for
resource discovery across several communication technologies. Digcovery a search system made up of a centralized
registry server (called Digrectory) was developed. A device
has to register itself with this registry so as to publish its
data. Different Digrectory servers are deployed to handle specific types of communication protocol. The advantage of the
system is that it supports the legacy objects search.
Kamilaris et al. [142] extended DNS system capabilities to include discovery mechanism for services. It includes
a top-level domain for services offered by devices in the
URL. Device and their service registration are maintained
in a central repository, may leads to single point of failure. Georgakopoulos et al. [143] proposed a service-based
IoT architecture where every IoT component (including the
IoT devices, cloud resources, and application components) is
exposed a service, allowing dynamic discovery, composition,
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and integration with other services. The challenge, however
is unification of all the components into the architecture that
requires protocols that are yet to be designed.
Rykowski [144] proposed a method for management of
REST-based services acting as proxies for IoT devices. It monitors REST resources by a hierarchical set of directories, with
the possibility of smart searching for the best device according
to at-the-place device’s availability and functionality, overall
context (including geo-location) and personal preferences. The
system is resistant to changes in network addresses of the
devices and their services, as well as core system points such
as directories. But subscription and management of devices
are unanswered in this work. Namatame et al. [145] discussed
WoT resource management. Layered architecture is proposed
to enable abstraction of physical objects and their network connections. Management labor is divided into two levels, at the
local level a stand-alone server called uBox is deployed and
at the global level, a middleware interconnects these uBoxes.
Privacy of local applications deployed in local uBox is maintained through this approach. However, overlay networks are
not addressed in this work.
Bastani et al. [146] addressed the sensor selection and classification problem by using a sparse estimation technique to
develop a classification algorithm that select the appropriate
sensors in human material handling tasks. Use of approximation method speeds up the classification stage and thus makes
the system suitable for online decision-making process. The
use of weighing scheme to represent sensors on a different
scale is computationally intensive. Qian and Che [147] developed a security enabled search framework. An identity-based
cryptosystem is used to preserve the privacy of the IoT objects
while security and authentication are managed by encryption
and decryption of valuable data in the IoT object through
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) algorithm. Although ECC
has been designed for computationally hindered IoT objects, it
increases processing time and thus real-time search response
of the system is affected.
Faqeeh et al. [148] developed a specialized search engine
to retrieve information related to the IoT domain. It complements addition of URLs related to the IoT field by the user,
but its ranking process depends on tradition frequency count
of the keywords and thus is returns results that are almost similar to generic search engines. Service composition method on
Web was proposed by Tang et al. [149]. It is based on logical
inference of Petri nets and Horn clauses. A forward-chaining
algorithm is used to transform service composition problem
into a Horn clause inference problem, then Petri nets are used
to retrieve composite services. As there are a large number
of services present in the repository that generates an even
larger number of operating rules, candidate clauses are selected
only at the arrival of new queries. Though this approach
addressed scalability issue the major set back is that services
cannot be composed on-the-fly and needs to wait for the query
arrival.
El Haddad et al. [150] proposed Web service selection
and composition. Transactions are extracted from the user
defined tasks and combined with QoS parameters to compose services that fulfill the given complex task. In an IoT
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application, although QoS parameters are given high priorities, transaction management does not play a pivotal role, as
the IoT resources allow retrieval/stimulation operations and do
not support undo, commit and other transactional operations.
Wu and Khoury [151] have addressed the issue of service composition where a tree-based search algorithm is implemented
on a cloud computing platform [152]. The user requirements
are considered to build a tree, whose branches contains all
possible solutions; then a pruning algorithm is applied to
remove all illegal branches. In the final stage, a heuristic
search algorithm is applied to obtain the optimal solution. The
performance of the system is improvised by reducing response
time through pruning [153]. However, scalability remains a
challenge, with the increase in tree size.
Scalable and self-configurable service discovery architecture
for P2P networks is proposed by Cirani et al. [154]. Utilization
of P2P technologies enables deployment of distributed and
large-scale infrastructure for service discovery. The backbone
of service discovery architecture is a IoT gateway, that keeps
track of any things joining or leaving its network and updates
the list maintained at its CoAP server. This server is used
in service discovery phase where the required information of
the connected resources is collected through a GET request.
Leitner et al. [155] proposed a service composition method
in the WoT domain. Agreements between the end-user and
service provider like QoS, delivery time, costs, etc., are used
to form rules based on the rules the services offered by various
providers are composed to meet the requirements of the users.
The drawback, however, is that prior knowledge of business
constraints are required to build rules.
Trendy was implemented by Butt et al. [156] to provide context aware, registry-based service discovery. An interoperable
interface is provided by this system making use of CoAPbased RESTful Web services. An adaptive timer is introduced
to control energy consumption. A grouping mechanism is used
to localize query traffic based on location tag of a query
generator.
Analysis of different Service Discovery approaches, along
with their advantages and disadvantages is listed in Table X.
The penetration of Internet into the physical objects and their
surrounding environment has resulted in the creation of various applications that support our day-to-day activities. A
complex requirement from the user has to be addressed by
integrating different services, and an IoT application relies
on selection, composition, and management of services provided by the IoT objects. However, these needs cannot be
fulfilled easily with ever growing size and dynamic nature
of the IoT. Novel approaches are needed for service discovery and selection to support easy application development for
the IoT.

V. E VALUATION AND I NSIGHTS G AINED
In previous section we reviewed different techniques that are
applied to develop and implement a search system for the IoT.
In this section we perform a comparative study of the reviewed
research publications and outline our views on them.
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TABLE X
C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT S ERVICE D ISCOVERY A PPROACHES

A. Comparative Study
As seen in the previous section, each paper focused on
a particular aspect of the search process. To gain a through
understanding and deeper perspectives of the different kinds of
search techniques, we perform a comparative study of existing
works. These works are evaluated according to the following
metrics:
i) Search Approach: It refers to the class of search technique. These classifications are explained in detail in the
Section II-C.
ii) Design Principle: It indicates the fundamental design
strategy adopted by the work to handle search operation
in the IoT (like, Indexing, Crawling, Ranking, Search
Space Structuring, Query Processing, Recommendation,
etc.,).
iii) Data Model: It points out the data format and mechanism used by the search technique to process and store
the IoT Data.
iv) Architecture: It specifies the architectural design implemented by the search technique. It can be either
centralized, distributed, or P2P.
v) Data Type: It mentions the type of data handled by the search system. We have compared different search techniques with different data type
parameters as:
a) IoT Data Type: In Content-based Search
Technique, IoT Data Type refers to the nature
of data generated by the IoT object (like
Single-valued, Multi-valued, Time-series, etc.,).
b) Context Data Type: In Context-based Search
Technique, it indicates type of the context data used
by the search system.
c) Location Data: In Location-based Search
Technique, it mentions the nature of location data
(e.g., geographical coordinates, logical coordinate,
etc.,) considered by the search technique.
vi) Dataset Used: It indicates the dataset used by the search
technique along with the reference.

vii) Prototype/Simulation: It specifies whether the search
system was implemented as a simulation model or
as a prototype (e.g., Web-based, java-based, mobile
application, etc.,).
Apart form these metrics, Social Structure-based Search
Techniques are evaluated on an additional parameter, Social
Relationship, that describes the nature of social links between
the IoT objects and the user. Also, to compare Semantic and
Ontology-based Search Techniques, we consider the following
three additional metrics:
i) Ontology Language: It refers to the type of language
on which the ontology was developed (e.g., Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [157], Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [158], etc.,).
ii) Support for Queries: It specifies whether the search
system supports for semantic queries or not, if it support then the query language is included (e.g., SPARQL
Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) [49]).
iii) IoT Domain: It indicates the IoT application domain on
which the ontological model was developed (like, Smart
Home, Smart City, etc.,).
However, we do not consider architecture metric for
Semantic and Ontology-based Search Techniques, as most
of the techniques are implemented on centralized repositories (except Mietz et al. [106] which is implemented on a
Peer-to-Peer model).
The Tables XI to XV provide a summary of evaluations
based on the above metrics for different kinds of the search
and discovery techniques reviewed in Section IV.
B. Discussions and Insights Gained
In this section, we outline the insights gained from the
review, and comparative study. The comparison of all the
classes of the search techniques is summarized with their
advantages, disadvantages, and challenges in the Table XVI.
1) Content-Based Search Techniques: Content-based
search approaches are used to identify patterns in data generated by the IoT devices and thus help in the decision-making
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process. They allow access to historical and real-time data
and various mathematical and statistical models find their
applications here to detect the missing values, outliers, future
readings, etc., and aid in detection of the event generated
in physical world. These search techniques give reasonable
accuracy of the search results and can be employed easily in
crawling and indexing phase of the search operation in the
IoT. Most of the search techniques reviewed in this approach
implement a centralized repository to catalog the IoT data
which might lead to a single point of failure and cannot
accommodate to the exponential growth of number of the
IoT objects connected to the IoT. Also, these techniques have
to deal with the raw data generated by the IoT objects due
to which additional inference modules have to be developed
to obtain high level and meaningful results. They suffer
from high bandwidth utilization due to frequently changing

IoT data. The cache techniques can be developed to reduce
frequent communications between the search system and the
IoT network. It is noted that most of the reviewed works in
this category of search techniques employ simulation models
and use datasets to measure the performance of the developed
search systems. There is a need for prototype implementation
here that deal with real-world IoT applications. The challenges
faced by content-based search techniques are mainly due the
dynamic nature of the IoT data, where data is generated in
high volume, velocity and varieties.
2) Context-Based Search Techniques: Context-based search
methods provide an efficient management to control the IoT
objects, as they make use of status and operational properties
of the IoT objects. High-level meaningful results are generated,
that can be represented in natural-language. Use of semantics
to describe the IoT objects aid in easy query resolution and
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TABLE XII
E VALUATION OF R EVIEWED R ESEARCH P UBLICATIONS : C ONTEXT-BASED S EARCH T ECHNIQUES

thus provide an effective method to rank the query results in
the search operation. Search systems reviewed in this category
have mostly used a distributed repository to index the contextdata and thus scale efficiently to a large number of the IoT
objects. They have also developed a prototype implementations to validate their search approaches and thus establish
the use of these techniques in real-world deployments. But

most of the reviewed works in this category use QoS-based
context-data of the IoT objects and concentrate less on the
user and environmental context information. These techniques
require a dedicated context-aware middleware/server for managing the context related information that incurs additional
burden on the operational costs and increases the complexity
of the search system implementation. Further data acquisition
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from the IoT objects also remain a challenge. Machine learning algorithms can be used to cluster related IoT objects based
on their context-information and thus reduce the search space
size and address the interoperability issue.
3) Location-Based Search Techniques: Location of the IoT
object is strongly associated with the user preferences and thus
plays a pivotal role in query resolution phase of the search
techniques. Research publications reviewed in this category
of search techniques effectively utilize indexing structures to
speed up query execution time and produce real-time results.
They also develop distributed data models to store the location
related information of the IoT object which enhances solving of the local queries that enquire about the IoT objects
in the immediate vicinity. Use of different kinds of the location data (e.g., geographical coordinates, virtual coordinates,

place identifiers, tags, etc.,) to describe the property of the IoT
objects is well established across different works and various
prototypes have also been developed to carter the real-world
task in the IoT applications. But, most of the works in this
category do not address the spatiotemporal-data and thus suffers from mobility issue; recent advancements in the field of
edge computing can be used here to address it. In addition,
most of the works fail to identify the co-location problem (i.e.,
IoT objects that offer same or different services are located at
same physical location) and they implicate security treats and
hence efficient encryption and decryption techniques are to be
developed for the resource constrained IoT objects.
4) Social Structure-Based Search Techniques: The IoT
devices communicate with a known set of other devices and
the user thus forming a group of frequently contacted nodes;
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TABLE XIV
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this concept is leveraged to associate social links among the
IoT objects and the user. Social Structure-based search techniques utilize graph-based methods to model relationships and
provide recommendations to search system users. The research
publications reviewed in this category of search techniques
have modeled the user behavior and likeliness to associate
him/her with the IoT objects that offer the required services.
Most of the works provide a prototype implementations of
the proof-of-concept developed and thus ascertain their usage
in the real-world deployment. Future Social Structure-based
search techniques should orient the application development
with the mobile applications and provide mashups and plugins to integrate with the already thriving social applications
to enhance user experience. However, due to the existence
of multiple data sources from a large number of IoT objects,
data ownership is a concern and needs to be addressed through
well established standards and regulations. These search techniques are also prone to identity thefts and suffers from the
traffic congestion and scalability issues due to the large scale
of social links present in the IoT network.
5) Semantic and Ontology-Based Search Techniques: These
search techniques effectively manage data of the IoT objects
through the use of a well defined rule set that describes
relationships among the IoT objects, users, applications and
services. They support the use of crawlers to build indexes
of the IoT objects and thus are compatible with Web-search

techniques. Research publications reviewed in this category
of the search techniques allows representation of the complex real-world events in the machine readable format by
developing the semantic and ontological models across different IoT application domains (like, Smart Home, Smart
Space, Smart Viticulture, etc.,). These works support efficient
query management by employing techniques such as similarity
computations, search intent identifications, correlations computations, etc., to produce accurate search results. However,
the raw IoT data has to be transformed into semantic descriptions so as to be consumed by the semantic search systems that
incurs additional costs and suffers from performance issues if
the semantic rules are ill formed and thus requires expertise in
the IoT application domain for which the IoT search systems
are implemented. Designing a particular ontology that fulfills
the huge range of applications that are expected to appear with
the future IoT remains a challenge.
6) Resource and Service Discovery Techniques: These
search and discovery techniques differentiate between the IoT
enabling entities (like sensors, actuators, etc.,) and objects,
where an object is embedded with sensors and actuators.
Most of the research publication reviewed in this category
of search techniques solve complex relationships among the
IoT objects and support for QoS-based parameters by employing distributed architecture. They also support the service
look-up facility provided by different IoT objects through
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service identification, selection, and composition capabilities.
However, these methods require additional middlewares to
manage the index registry and thus incur additional operational costs. They also suffer from opportunistic presence and
dynamicity problems of the IoT, where availability of the
IoT devices and their services are frequently changing and
leads to increased latency for real-time service composition
and discovery. These search techniques are specific to a application domain, as a particular IoT entity is designed for a
specific purpose and a dedicated task (e.g., pollution monitoring device in Smart City domain, smoke detector in Smart
Home domain) and suffers from generality issue due to lack
of a upper semantic model that represent all kind of the IoT
objects.
VI. F UTURE R ESEARCH D IRECTIONS
With the proliferation of IoT resources in the physical
world, search needs for humans will gradually shift from the

cyber world to physical world. An ideal search system’s vision
in IoT will be to discover any kind of IoT object or its data at
anytime with minimal inputs from the user by learning through
his historical searches and present needs. The previous section
laid out critical shortcomings of the search techniques in IoT,
and in this section we present some important directions for
future research that allows to develop an efficient and effective
search system that satisfy the information needs of the user.
1) Indexing Techniques: Due to heterogeneous and
multimodal nature of the IoT data that is generated at
high-velocity and high-volume it encounters the scalability challenge to the solutions for search and discovery
operations. Efficient indexing mechanism that sort and
rank the IoT data are needed. The indexed data is to be
stored and processed in distributed fashion to accomplish
the real-time query matching. The Geohash encoding of
the spatiotemporal data is a promising direction to this
end [185], [186]. Fathy et al. [187] have elaborated on
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the directions for future research work to be undertaken
for indexing the IoT Data.
2) Prediction Models: Large scale of IoT network pose
an immediate challenge to the crawlers of the search
system, as they cannot contact every node in the network
to retrieve the data. Further, due to the volatile nature
of the IoT data and opportunistic presence of devices,

it becomes a tedious task to crawl the IoT network.
To overcome this challenge, prediction models can
be used to sketch the future readings of the sensors,
and analyze data streams to infer patterns and correlations. Regression technique can be considered to
predict the future data streams in real-time [188]. Deep
Learning techniques (Convolutional Neural Networks,
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Recurrent Neural Networks, Long Short Term Memory,
Autoencoders, Variational Autoencoders, Generative
Adversarial Networks, Restricted Boltzmann Machine,
Deep Belief Network, and Ladder Networks) are
detailed in [189] that can be used for predictive analytics
on streaming data in IoT.
3) Progressive Search: Search space in the IoT is largely
unstructured due to heterogeneous devices and thus
onerous efforts have to be put by search system to find a
query matching device owing to which there is increase
in latency between successive search steps. The progressive search algorithms decrease the time taken during
each subsequent steps by performing incremental search.
Ma and Liu [190] have delineated three strategies, listed
below, to reduce the size of search space:
i) Coarse-to-fine: Properties of the IoT objects are
categorized based on their discriminative power
and then used to filter elements from the search
space. Initially, rough features are utilized to drastically reduce the size of search space and latter
subjected to fine filtering to increase search accuracy.
ii) Near-to-distant: The spatiotemporal data of IoT
objects is used to structure the search space. This
strategy is used to re-rank the matching results.
iii) Low-to-High: The search space is further subjected
to filtering based on device access permission,
relevance to user, rating, etc.
Other such search strategies are to be designed to
achieve real-time, highly-accurate, multi-faceted results.
4) Domain Specific Knowledge: The IoT supports multitudinous applications where the tasks performed vary
significantly across different domains. To generalize and
operate under many different scenarios and applications,
a search system should be developed in a modular fashion where the modules works independently of each
other. To perform domain specific search operations, an
ontology module is to be designed that embodies domain
knowledge in the form of concepts and relationships.
In the recent past, several domain specific ontologies
have been designed viz. Smart Home [191], Smart
Agriculture [192], Smart Water Management [193], etc.
that provide promising direction here. Some of the existing domain specific and generic ontologies for the IoT
are listed in [194].
5) Tackle Mobility Issue through Edge Computing: Edge
computing paradigm brings the computing facilities of
cloud to the edge of network, i.e., IoT objects. As
devices in IoT network are mobile and change their
location frequently, data acquisition, device management, access control and other issues are challenging
to handle. Edge computing eases these tasks as the
computation is closer to the device, and it provides a
promising direction with following benefits: fault tolerance, scalability, load distribution, low latency, local
processing, better security and privacy. Frameworks
proposed in [195]–[197] are quite useful in this
context.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
Advancements in disciplines like sensor networks, cloud
computing, middlewares, communication protocols, etc., has
led to the proliferation of a large number of Internet-connected
objects around us. This means we have huge range of
choices to select devices/services that offer similar functions, that lead to lookup and discovery operation. In this
paper, we have presented fundamentals of search and discovery procedure for the IoT. The State-of-the-art research
works which have addressed these challenges, are reviewed
based on their solutions and design principles. A comparative
study of the research works along with critical discussions,
lessons learned, future research directions, and challenges are
presented. Addressing these challenges will allow next generation search techniques to recognize and respond to user queries
and, as a result, to a great extent satisfy the information needs
of the users.
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